MUSTACHE

A \( \frac{d=90}{\text{even 8ths}} \)

1st X - pn only 2nd X - bass solo

Bb\( ^7 \)

Eh\( \Delta \)

(bass)

(actual pitch)
mustache - p. 2
Gm7b5  C7  Fm  Bbm7

Gm7b5  C7  Fm  F7  Bbm7

Eb7  Ab\(\Delta\)  Db\(\Delta\)  Ab\(\Delta\)/C

B^4  (1st x - bass solo  2nd x - melody)

B^7  C^7sus4  C^7  3\(\text{qu}^2\) Fm  Bbm7
D.S. al fine  C bass solo